laws and federal tax laws, and stringent court interpretations of existing common-law fiduciary duties. 2 At the same time, the difficulties nonprofit organizations face in generating sufficient revenue to remain viable and address fundamental purposes have seldom been greater. Gifts and bequests continue to decline as a proportion of overall revenue received. 3 Funding through federal and state grants has proven inadequate. 4 Although income earned from the provision of services, in contrast to income from contributions or grants, has been the largest and most consistently growing category of revenue for several decades, services that previously were provided almost exclusively by nonprofit agencies are today subject to ever-greater competition from for-profit businesses. 5 These twin "accountability" and "viability" challenges have been widely reported. 6 To remain viable in this difficult environment, advisors encourage many nonprofit groups to change their operating and governance structures, to better build profitable lines of related and unrelated business, to attract feefor-service contracts, and otherwise to find new opportunities for making money that fit-even if only peripherally-within their OREGON LAW REVIEW [Vol. 86, 65 observers; 11 creating a more vibrant "culture of accountability"; 12 instituting more rigorous internal controls; and facilitating more adaptability to market conditions. 13 With few variations, this advice often counsels the adoption of strategies for "streamlining" nonprofit governance along for-profit business principles in order to augment "corporate efficiency, and management development," all in the name, ultimately, of service to the nonprofit mission.
14 Along the way, in many cases, consultative procedures for decision making and collaborative assignments of responsibility are subtly and not so subtly being identified as impediments to accountability for strong financial performance, and as barriers to the efficient accomplishment of mission-related goals. As substitutes, hierarchical, formal, executive, and even autocratic Strategic positioning is a streamlined approach. . . . [T] he clear distinction between the roles of the board and the executive helps prevent the confusions and misunderstandings that often accompany traditional approaches. It is a waste of time-and possibly worse-for board members to be involved in anything having to do with operations, including planning them.
Id. See also, e.g., John H. Goddeeris & Burton A. Weisbrod, Conversion from Nonprofit to For-Profit Legal Status: Why Does It Happen and Should Anyone
Care? in TO PROFIT OR NOT TO PROFIT: THE COMMERCIAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE NONPROFIT SECTOR 129 (Burton A. Weisbrod ed. 1998) (explaining that conversion to for-profit structures occurs due to legal, regulatory, and constraint changes in the environment of the organization.). 11 See RICHARD E. OLIVER, WHAT IS TRANSPARENCY? 7-8 (2004) (explaining that transparency is critical for nonprofits with regard to reputation and continued donations); see also, e.g., DAN TAPSCOTT & DAVID TICOLL, THE NAKED CORPORATION: HOW THE AGE OF TRANSPARENCY WILL REVOLUTIONIZE BUSINESS (2003) . 12 See George G. Brenkert, The Need for Corporate Integrity, in CORPORATE INTEGRITY & ACCOUNTABILITY 1, 9-10 (George G. Brenkert ed. 2004) (discussing the growing trend of corporate accountability and the "obvious extension" of that trend to nonprofit organizations); see also, e.g., THE 2004 GRANT THORNTON NAT'L BOARD GOVERNANCE SURVEY FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORG. [hereinafter GRANT THORNTON SURVEY] (Grant Thornton, LLP, U.S. member firm of Grant Thornton Int'l), Sept. 2004, at 9, available at http://www.gt.com/staticfiles/ GTCom/files/Industries/NotforProfit/Grant_Thornton_Board_Governance_Survey _2004.pdf (a survey of 700 nonprofit CEOs indicated that 24 percent had engaged their external auditor to examine their internal controls; 90 percent of those questioned indicated that their auditors had produced a management letter). 13 See, e.g., GRANT THORNTON SURVEY, supra note 12; Shuman & Fuller, supra note 7.
14 MCLAUGHLIN, supra note 10, at 22.
Mclaughlin reserves the term "collaboration" for cooperation among nonprofits, rather than within them. See id. at 82-88.
procedures and organizational structures largely borrowed from the for-profit business world are being identified as positive reforms and essential legal requirements in the new climate for nonprofit activity. 15 Many nonprofits, of course, don't need to be counseled to change in these ways because they have never operated along especially consultative or collaborative lines. 16 Nor does it seem likely that any neat pattern would emerge if nonprofits were measured by the degree to which they currently operate and govern themselves hierarchically or consultatively. Furthermore, some business models are not intrinsically anticonsultative or anticollaborative. 17 But the trend I along with others observe is an across-the-board, norm-shifting change in the impetus to develop certain business-like operating practices.
If this claim is accurate, it is time to review the role of laws and legal institutions in promoting, inhibiting, or acquiescing to the anticollaborative, anticonsultative trend. Until now, the 15 At least one nonprofit relief organization has even begun holding "shareholders' meetings. . 16 It is not unusual for foundations and trusts to operate on somewhat authoritarian lines, based on the founding documents of their benefactors or the advice of their agents. Within certain parts of the nonprofit sector, hierarchical structures are more common than in others. For example, among religious groups there is a wide degree of variation in the level to which voluntary organizations adopt a hierarchical or more participatory organizational structure. See ways the law accommodates and encourages such transplanted business models with new statutory proscriptions and administrative guidelines, and allows relaxed common-law interpretations of the older statutes which demote consultative values, have received little study.
18
But some commentators express concern. As Paul C. Light has written, "[j]ust because the nonprofit sector needs to improve its performance does not necessarily mean it has to become more businesslike."
19
There might be no point to challenging or regretting the movement of the law as it responds to these newer imperatives. Becoming more businesslike, after all, has saved many nonprofits from the brink of financial disaster-and it builds capacity for mission accomplishment in many others.
20
To a considerable extent, larger social and economic conditions have forged the anticonsultative legal reformation. If becoming increasingly businesslike is a practical necessity-and if it requires relaxing the legal constraints which have imposed consultative and collaborative norms-then relaxation of these rules is the desirable response.
Equally cautionary to those who would think about restoring traditional constraints are questions about appropriate legal boundaries: perhaps matters of internal deliberative process are, and should be, irrelevant as a matter of state-ordered nonprofit law.
Why should the public law care how a nonprofit accomplishes its mission through private corporate understandings, so long as the nonprofit is effective in working toward its approved goals? If only "ends" should count, then the time has come to bury the legal demand for collaboration-and to embrace the idea that consultation, collaboration, and democratic values are important only insofar as they are valuable tools in the accomplishment of a nonprofit mission. On the other hand, it is possible that legal institutions should treat more seriously the claim that a great number of nonprofits, in addition to distinguishing themselves from for-profits through their formal commitment to the "nondistribution constraint," possess distinctive associational attributes that collectively identify, enhance, and justify the special treatment they receive from courts and legislatures.
It could be that these characteristics have played a crucial role in fostering deliberative discourse, creating social capital, and providing a foundation for expressive pluralism.
22
Regulatory actors, legislatures, and professional groups might then establish minimal levels of consultation and collaboration through the collective assignment of fiduciary responsibilities for some or all classes of nonprofits.
If legal institutions embrace such an interventionist perspective, and this article does not conclude that they necessarily should, then reinforcement of process-oriented rules deserves further consideration, including governance reforms ranging from strengthened consultative procedures, to more rigorous legal standards to assess the process of mission performance, to compulsory constituent representation in management or board decision making. Limits could also be imposed on the wholesale adoption of for-profit management and governance models in nonprofit organizations. Functional disincentives to engaging in inconsistent for-profit activities, such as taxes on unrelated business income, or strictures against excessive compensation, could be strengthened. Restraining entrepreneurial approaches, or encouraging collaborative and consultative ones, could reinforce traditional consultative legal norms instead of jettisoning them.
The short exploration below of legal developments in nonprofit governance related to corporate advice literature, nonprofit boards, management practices, and membership rights taxing bodies confer eligibility for tax exemption based in significant part on the extent to which the missions and purposes of the organization comply with relevant statutory provisions and enforcement agencies-particularly the office of the attorney general-and evaluate the performance of nonprofit organizations based not on collaborativeness, but rather on the relationship between their activities and their avowed purposes and missions. Few, if any, rankings or evaluations of nonprofit organizations base their findings substantially on internal processes as opposed to external results. 22 See generally SILBER, supra note 1. OREGON LAW REVIEW [Vol. 86, 65 might contribute to understanding which of these views-if either of them-might be correct.
II THE CORPORATE ADVICE LITERATURE
It is unnecessary to dwell on whether the accountability and viability challenges mentioned above are real and significant because the literature in nonprofit studies contains ample validation.
23
Conferences devoted to these subjects are held every year. 24 Enforcement proceedings brought against nonprofits related to instances of financial mismanagement have become more numerous. Leaders of nonprofit organizations profess regret that they spend more and more time on the improvement of their "bottom line" than on accomplishing their missions.
25
It is more controversial to observe that, notwithstanding cautionary verbiage to the contrary, much of the advice that consultants provide to nonprofit boards and managers actually takes aim at collaborative and consultative traditions through its support for isolating and particularizing organizational responsibilities, creating businesslike hierarchies, and truncating collective decision making. Notwithstanding the homage that the consulting literature often pays to the need to sustain a "collaborative" culture or a "positive" working environment, true enthusiasm for consultative and collective activity is usually absent from consulting reports and guidance, because, from the point of view of addressing these accountability/viability 23 Empirical studies might test whether the new nonprofit culture of financial effectiveness and accountability increasingly addresses consultative activities in governance and management, however obliquely, as unaffordable, unnecessary, and even counterproductive democratic luxuries. Determining whether the number of membership organizations has in fact grown or diminished in recent years, for example, might illuminate one aspect of the phenomenon, since membership organizations are traditionally and by nature the most consultative.
30
Also indicative might be studies to find out whether the rights attached to membership themselves have become fewer. 31 Tracking changes in the number of self-perpetuating organizations might also be useful, as it might reveal the unwillingness of boards to trust their members or classes of members to play a significant role in the power to determine successorship.
32
It would be interesting to discover whether the vocabulary of business missions has migrated to the nonprofit world and supplanted older and more mission-oriented vocabulary. For example, it would be useful to know whether the number of leaders who prefer to call themselves "president" or "CEO" of their nonprofit organizations, rather than, for example, "executive director," has increased; or whether the organization's services are routinely called "the product," and its reputation referred to as "the franchise" or "the brand." the real significance of the new vocabulary would even then not remain free of doubt.
The question here at hand is properly addressed not by empirical analysis of practices but through an investigation of developing legal norms. How "elastic" has the legal regime become-and how elastic should it become-in accommodating transplanted business models for governance and organization? 34 
III LEGAL ACCOMMODATION: THE BOARD
A nonprofit legal regime which for more than two centuries usually extolled the governance values of democratic expression, collective action, and broad principles of consultation among different constituencies might have difficulty-one would think-doing an abrupt about-face. 35 Nevertheless, adaptations have emerged swiftly, by way of courts, state officials, federal regulators, enforcement bodies, law revisions, and academic formulations. A few examples below illustrate that legal institutions are accommodating new attitudes toward board selfgovernance, management accountability, and membership involvement by relaxing several existing norms of consultation and importing different ones from for-profit guides.
A. Nondisclosure Agreements
One indicator that attitudes about consultation and sharing fiduciary responsibilities among board members are changing is the transition toward formal nondisclosure pledges and agreements. For as long as there have been boardrooms, board majorities have tried to prevent dissident directors from raising policy differences in public or bringing problems to the attention of regulatory authorities. Recently, however, the dominant majorities on some nonprofit boards have begun to ask for 34 Of course, this is not the only elasticity of interest. For example, the extent to which permissible compensation includes bonuses or other incentives based on financial performance also tests the willingness of the law to relax the nondistribution constraint in the interest of models for business productivity.
35 But see supra note 16 and accompanying text (indicating that certain nonprofit organizational traditions, especially those growing out of religious principles of organization, have involved hierarchical and nonconsultative traditions from the outset). OREGON LAW REVIEW [Vol. 86, 65 binding pledges not to air differences or even talk to the media about corporate affairs outside the boardroom.
36
In the forprofit world, particularly on large corporate boards, formal "nondisclosure" or "gag" agreements are not unusual, 37 and they are frequently justified as efforts to preserve proprietary information and to prevent inappropriate insider behavior.
In the nonprofit context, nondisclosure agreements or the use of "executive session" rules to curtail debates about policy and procedure depart from established norms. They shut down opportunities for public dialogue and for communication with other concerned and influential parties, including reporters. Until recent decades, and despite a longstanding emphasis by nonprofits on recruiting board members and managers who are "team players" and encouraging "closure" on contentious matters, nondisclosure agreements have been virtually unknown.
38
Discussions in executive sessions, where views expressed and subjects discussed are not to be divulged to 36 Hewlett Packard's boardroom soap opera received great notoriety in large part because private investigators used illegal tactics to obtain the phone records of dissident board members; less well known is the agreement Hewlett Packard directors signed which obligated them. anyone else, have traditionally been reserved for personnel matters and questions concerning pending or potential litigation.
In this context, the suggestion that tough nondisclosure policies would be embraced by a nonprofit membership organization devoted to the promotion of civil liberties would seem something of a bad joke. Nevertheless, the New York Times reported in 2006 that the board of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), stung by negative publicity attendant to news interviews with some of its own board members, was proceeding to develop new policies to curb certain forms of board members' public criticism of the organization and of fellow board members.
One idea that circulated among members would have discouraged criticism that would reflect negatively on the integrity of the ACLU's decision making process or the capability of its staff members. 39 After publication of the New York Times report, some donors and former board and staff members of the ACLU called for the ouster of the organization's leadership, asserting it "failed to adhere to the principles it demands of others and thus jeopardized the organization's effectiveness." 40 An attorney in the office of New York's Attorney General reportedly contacted the organization informally to ensure that nothing in any of the proposed rules discouraged the reporting of illegal activity. . 41 Compare Memorandum from Susan Herman to the NYCLU Board (2006) (on file with author) (setting forth that the NY Times report "did not mention what the committee had actually been asked to do . . . that the committee had firmly rejected the idea of imposing any sanctions on directors (like expulsion) . . . [and] that, at the end of the meeting, [the executive director] announced that the committee needed to go back to the drawing board . . . .") with Memorandum from Ira Glasser to Susan Herman (2006) (on file with author) (explaining that everyone who has read those proposals-except for the nine ACLU committee members who voted for them, the Board members who defended them, and the executive committee that reviewed them five months earlier and failed to object to them-"clearly sees how they hypocritically violate fundamental ACLU free speech principles." Many argued that the reason the Board didn't vote was because a more deliberative process was required. "Then after much unfavorable publicity and donor complaints, Nadine [Strossen] called . . . and forcefully requested [the chair] to get the committee to withdraw the proposals that the Board had only a few weeks ago Perhaps due to negative publicity about the proposals and the New York Attorney General's intervention or else because the proposals never had sufficient support to go forward, the board never voted on the proposals. 42 For present purposes, it is remarkable that no legal impediment would have prevented implementation of a proposed policy of board self-censorship and reprisal for information sharing had the board acted through a bylaw change to suppress dissemination of information that would reflect negatively on the decision-making process. Short of a rule preventing board members from notifying regulators that laws have been or are about to be broken, a policy preventing disclosure of internal disputes-especially policy discussions designated as confidential-does not violate any state law, or any set of applicable governance principles. 43 In fact, the proposed American Law Institute's Principles of Nonprofit Governance impose an affirmative obligation on the part of governing board members to maintain secrecy. 44 refused to allow a vote to reject."). See also Letter from Members of the Executive Board of the ACLU to "ACLU Friends and Colleagues" (October 3, 2006) (on file with author). 42 See supra note 41. 43 As a general rule, however, the duty of loyalty prevents directors and officers from profiting from transactions through secret arrangements. ust preserve the confidentiality of information that the board member knows or has reason to know is confidential," and contains an exception for a board member to disclose in good faith "to the attorney general or other regulator or to a court confidential information that he or she reasonably believes appropriate to prevent, mitigate, or remedy harm to the charity." Id. The comment to subsection (b) explains that confidential information "includes details of board deliberations and opinions expressed by and votes of fellow board members." Id. § 340(b) cmt. c, at 315. The confines of the duty are subject to some modification by the organizational documents, see id. § 305, at 47-48, and the comments to section 300 observe that while
[h]ealthy debate is good for governance [,] [a]n outvoted board member . . . should respect the confidentiality of board deliberations, and should not impede the implementation of decisions properly reached by the governing board. Once a final decision has been reached, public criticism might be permissible consistent with fiduciary duties.
If disagreements are fundamental and material, a board member who is unable to support decisions of the board should consider resigning. 
B. Committee Charters
A second indicator that attitudes about consultation and sharing fiduciary responsibilities among board members are changing appears in the widespread enthusiasm for the formal adoption of committee charters, and the resulting impact on information flow and decision making. Governance specialists increasingly express the view that the recent "charter movement," with its inclination to formalize and contain committee responsibilities, reflects a reasonable step toward improving the functionality of boards: an effort to increase accountability and efficiency by designating and clarifying responsibilities within governing bodies, which in the world of nonprofit corporations operate collectively.
45
The trend toward the formal adoption of committee charters has grown markedly in recent years as a result of encouragement to transplant the audit committee accountability measures legislated in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act for for-profits, and in the wake of for-profit scandals epitomized in the failures of Enron Corporation and WorldCom Corporation at the turn of the millennium. 46 Virtually all who counsel nonprofit organizations about "best practices" recommend written committee charters for audit committees, and most recommend them for most or all important committees. 47 volunteering for the organization) has been given or learned in his or her capacity as a board member." Id. § 340(b) cmt. c, at 315. 45 Through the lens developed here, however, there are potential adverse consequences to be evaluated along with the positive gains. Have those charters which actually are being adopted served, in fact, to protect committees from interference and second-guessing? Have committee charters discouraged information from flowing from committees down to managers or sideways to other board members? Have they sanctioned a "hyperdelegation" which transcends what the laws previously allowed? Do they contribute to the tendency to concentrate legal responsibility for monitoring in fewer hands? Written charters are, in many instances, adopted by unilateral amendments to bylaws and can reduce the number of persons who are responsible for making decisions, restrict membership on committees to specialists rather than generalists, and isolate and confine responsibility. To the extent that the number of directors involved in deliberating on important issues shrinks, it is at least possible that losses from diminished deliberation could be as significant as gains in formal accountability. . 49 See id. at *3. 50 Id. at *31. 51 Id.
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52
It is unclear how far nonprofit corporations will or can go to mirror such for-profit restrictions.
The debate about whether to extend Sarbanes-Oxley's requirements for identifying particular committee functions through charters and for designating financial experts has often taken place on the assumption that the disadvantage is the cost of compliance, and the advantage is better supervision and governance. But the question of whether it changes the dynamic of nonprofit collaboration in some undesirable ways needs to be considered, as well. 53 It is remarkable that the template for nonprofit organizations has become widespread without extended analysis of whether aspects of the movement can lead to diminished collaboration among board members, and perhaps to a reduction in the diffusion of important knowledge to larger circles. During the drafting of the American Law Institute's Principles of Nonprofit Governance (Nonprofit Principles Project), debates about circumscribing the duties of directors exposed a divide between practitioners and academics about the virtues of extending, further than in current law, immunities resulting from the delegation and specialization of responsibilities. 55 The Nonprofit Principles Project does not address the relevance of this argument to the accelerating trend toward defining specialized board responsibilities by using committee charters. 56 The argument was pressed, however, that directors who are not assigned to particular committees or recruited onto boards for fundraising purposes should be freed from general fiduciary duties and oversight responsibilities-even if those duties involve acts as simple as reading committee reports or going to meetings.
57

C. Streamlined Governance
A third indicator that attitudes about consultation and sharing fiduciary responsibilities among board members are changing is regulatory pressure to restructure-to "downsize" or 55 See AM. L. INST., supra note 44. Section 300, Fiduciary Duties, provides that "[e]ach governing-board member shall in good faith exercise the fiduciary duties of loyalty ( § 310) and care ( § 315)." The comments elaborate that "[t]he board (or committee) makes decisions as a group." Id. at § 300, cmt. c(1). The draft particularly states the duty to protect information flow, but does not require consultation and collaboration. See § 320, Board Responsibilities, Functions, and Composition, which states: (a) All powers of the charity are exercised by or under the authority of its governing board, and the activities and affairs of the charity are managed by, or under the direction and subject to the oversight of, the governing board (see § 325). The governing board must ensure that those persons who are responsible for the affairs of the charity are clearly identified. (b) Subject to any authority reserved to the charity's membership or other person, the governing board's functions normally include, but are not limited to: . . . (7) overseeing appropriate communication with the charity's constituencies and the public; and (8) establishing appropriate procedures for internal controls, including financial controls, legal compliance, and information flow to the board. 56 Id. at § 320. 57 See AM. L. INST., supra note 44, § 300, at 25; § 300(a) cmt. b. The Principles leave "open significant questions," especially "what does it mean to say '[s]ome, but less than all, of the powers' of the board can be assigned to a designated body?" Id. at xxxviii (quoting id. § 320 cmt. b(2)(a), at 119). Nevertheless they "endorse . . . the view that all board members should bear responsibility for governance." Id. at xxxviii-xxxix.
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"streamline"-advisory boards and consultation mechanisms. Advice encouraging streamlining usually emphasizes two important aspects of nonprofit governance: that most nonprofit board members are volunteers whose time and energy should be marshaled carefully; and that nonprofits must, in a marketdriven economy and a crisis-oriented world, make important decisions entrepreneurially and rapidly.
58
Streamlining nonprofit governance by shortening the opportunities for discussion and for reconsideration of important questions is clearly an appropriate way for many boards to improve their operative efficiency.
On the other hand, streamlining intrinsically requires the reduction or elimination of deliberative and consultative input, and sometimes amounts to a descriptive euphemism which softens the reality of changes in power relationships that are actually at the core of what the organization seeks to accomplish.
59
As environmental and consumer advocates have learned to their dismay, the streamlining of review processes is too often a vehicle for eliminating public input. 60 Likewise, in the area of nonprofit governance, streamlining may mean reducing the opportunity for board input in management decisions, or for previously involved constituencies to protect their own interests.
The Red Cross made intensive efforts to streamline its governance structure after being caught in a spotlight of intensive congressional investigation and massive publicity in the wake of its handling of relief in the 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina disasters.
61
In that context, the Red Cross announced that it 58 See CHAIT ET AL., supra note 26; see also Cornerstone Consulting Assoc., LLC, About Us:
Our Clients, http://www.cornerstoneconsultingassociates.com/ clients.html (last visited Aug. 29, 2007) (consultant helped streamline amount of time spent on planning and communication). 59 One scholar of linguistic uses, in fact, defines "streamline" as a euphemism for "fire," "release," "downsize," and "lay off. would streamline its board and create a more efficient operating structure. 62 Its plans included cutting back sharply the "size and management role" of its fifty-member board, all under the approval of Congress, which had imposed the current board structure through amendments in 1947 to a subsequent charter. 63 The proposed changes were to shrink the board to between twelve and twenty members. 64 In addition, the chairman would no longer have been its "principal officer," and instead would have been designated its CEO. 65 According to The New York Times, the interim president concluded that the Red Cross had "a board designed and set up by guiding principles from a time that is no longer relevant. . . . We need to take the board, its design, conventions and operating mechanisms, and bring that board up to today's expectations." 66 The redistribution of resources, conflicts between smaller and larger chapters, and executive-level politics were also said to play a role in the decision to undertake restructuring. 67 The Red Cross consultant on governance, Ira Milstein, assessed its problem as too much consultation with advisory "cabinet secretaries" and too much interference from parochial interests; he referred to the existing board as "meddlesome, overly influenced by the 35 members elected by local chapters and too big to move quickly and efficiently." 68 The proposal gave the board greater authority to pick its own members by having a board committee nominate candidates, who would then be elected by delegates to the annual meeting. 
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Whether the reorganization of the Red Cross will prove to be a significant gain for the organization will become clearer over the course of the next several years.
The Red Cross reorganization process presented unusual difficulties because it was directly in the public spotlight and because it was chartered federally, and therefore its streamlining involved more intense scrutiny than otherwise; but the membership corporation rules in most states neither prohibit curtailing consultative governance relationships contained in bylaws, nor establish minimal procedural rules, nor facilitate challenges to fundamental restructurings by private parties. Except where nonprofit organizations choose to tie their own hands by inserting restrictive language in charters and bylaws to insure constituent input into the modification of customary consultative practices, state law and administrative agency practices tolerate near-complete control by board majorities over consultative procedures, and few have voiced concern over this approach. Neither the Internal Revenue Service nor state attorneys general nor statutory rules governing the formation or modification of governing instruments meaningfully restrict the downsizing of boards or the elimination of consultative groups.
With respect to nonmembership organizations, and outside the context of nonprofit governmental bodies, perhaps the only rule that would bear on the decision of a self-perpetuating group to eliminate advisory bodies might be a decision to reduce the size of a board to not less than three persons. The new flexibility required of nonprofits-they must be "fast acting," "responsive to change," and "easily adaptable"-has also fostered its own set of imperatives insofar as employment and organizational structure are concerned. In some areas of activity, for example, it is no longer advisable or even possible to keep a significant number of professional staff employed with long-term employment contracts. Preexisting bylaws, governing instruments, and standards of professional conduct sometimes stand in the way of adaptability.
A. Compensation
One indicator that management practices are changing at the expense of traditional nonprofit employment models is the changing approach toward compensating nonprofit employees. An earlier section of this article alluded to the approaches boards use to determine the compensation of executive
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Anticonsultative Trends in Nonprofit Governance 87 directors, including the emulation by nonprofit board compensation committees of for-profit procedures and compensation metrics. Beneath the executive level, nonprofit managers are increasingly inclined to jettison older principles of compensation, which tempered relative accomplishment with egalitarian impulses and therefore deemphasized bonuses. Approximately 25 percent of nonprofit organizations "offer their key managers the opportunity to earn cash compensation awards in addition to their base salaries." 73 Most of these programs are based on incentives tied to performance measures. 74 Some compensation schemes provide incentives that reward team accomplishments, but as a general matter group collaboration and collective responsibility for decision making make it more difficult for managers to assess individual merit entitlements. In step with this trend toward more targeted performance incentives, IRS rules and tax court opinions accommodate end-of-the-year performance-based bonuses and other forms of incentive pay that were previously unusual in the nonprofit sector.
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B. Employment Security
Employment security policies provide another indicator that management practices are changing at the expense of traditional nonprofit employment models.
Courts have also been deferential when nonprofit managers decide to restructure poorly performing operating units by dismissing employees, even when professional staff members lose their positions. Whereas only a few decades ago professional staff in nonprofit organizations received increasing protection under labor laws and under broad interpretations of nonprofit governing instruments and policy handbooks, 76 that picture has changed. In Major v. Memorial Hospitals Ass'n, 77 for example, the court upheld a hospital's decision to change its anesthesiology department from its traditionally "open" staff system to a newer "closed" system that "contracted out" the work using an exclusive provider.
Because the decision was deemed "administrative" and not "adjudicative," and was motivated by the overall problems associated with the operation of the department, the court determined that the plaintiffs were not entitled to due process in accordance with the medical staff bylaws prior to termination of their medical staff privileges.
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Such judicial interpretations of bylaw restrictions which favor wider managerial discretion and greater executive power at the expense of professional autonomy reflect judicial sympathy with the contemporary emphasis on advancing the accountability and financial viability discussed earlier.
C. Mission Drift
Mission drift is another indicator that management practices are changing. Entrepreneurial activity has been on the rise, fueled by financial stress. Financially profitable activities, however, are not necessarily at the core of an organization's mission. 79 On occasion, nonprofits are reported to have chosen to devote key resources to colorably related activities in order to 76 (1989) (observing that the National Labor Relations Board reversed its position on protection for nonprofit professional employees to include them, emphasizing "the difficulty of distinguishing commercial from noncommercial activity," and "the growing congressional sentiment that employees in the nonprofit sector deserve the same protection as other workers."). NLRA amendments in 1974 extended nonprofit healthcare workers protection under the Act. 77 Major v. Mem'l Hosp. Ass'n, 84 Cal. Rptr. 2d 510, 530 (Cal. Ct. App. 1999). 78 Id. at 530-32. 79 Salamon & O'Sullivan, supra note 25, at 4-5 (stating "dramatically, 84 percent of the organizations reported increasing their attention to commercial sources of support, including expanded marketing and increased or expanded fee-for-service activities." Eleven percent of nonprofit elderly and housing services groups studied, 7 percent of child and family services groups, and 12 percent of economic development groups had started a profit-making subsidiary in 2003 alone.) grow or obtain financial stability, rather than to try to accomplish purposes more essentially related to the ones for which their founders created them, for which volunteers and most donors contributed their time and money, and for which the state originally chartered them. Surveys indicate, for example, that theaters and museums have "scaled back the artistic content of their programming," and shifted to "a more 'commercially appealing' season;" hospitals have invested millions to develop health spas and gyms." 80 It may appear that the problem of "mission creep" or "mission drift" is not one that implicates collaboration or consultation, that it is only an effort to find profitable opportunity somewhere within the scope of the mission of a charity. To the extent that exploiting economic opportunity costs even when the exploitation requires revision of missions and donor intentions, however, conflicts between managers and affected constituencies are about involvement in decision making. Often contemporary conflicts over "donor control" and "cy pres" amount to conflicts about the extent to which donors and grantors should be consulted by nonprofit managers. 
Dana
Brakman Reiser argues that a failure of nonprofit corporation laws to encourage the use of the membership form of nonprofit organization, on one hand, and an emphasis on financial accountability, on the other hand, has impoverished civil society and diminished "social capital":
[The] focus on accountability ignores the nonprofit sector's role in constructing and maintaining civil society. . . . Theorists who have examined civil society argue that participation in these institutions enhances our political democracy in two ways. It offers opportunities for participants to build norms of reciprocity and cooperation-also called social capital.
83
Professor Reiser provides several illustrations of the developing legal regime's blindness to the value of democratic internal governance in nonprofit organizations to civil discourse in 82 Reiser, supra note 30. 83 Id. at 830-31 (footnotes omitted).
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In particular, she singles out the choice given to incorporators to decide whether to organize as membership or nonmembership corporations ("optionality," in her vocabulary).
85
In every state and in the Revised Model Nonprofit Corporation Act, there is no need for organizations of any sort to organize as membership organizations if they don't wish to.
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Other political theorists, tracing back at least to Talcott Parsons and Robert Dahl, have argued that political democracy is enhanced by teaching civic skills. 87 These skills are arguably better honed in more consultative organizations.
Accepting Reiser's fundamental point about the civic virtues inherent to the values she identifies with her version of membership, there nevertheless is not very much to recommend membership over nonmembership organizations under the legal regimes that currently apply to membership organizations. Without plunging into a debate about trends in social capitalhowever it is defined and measured-it seems that the values of social discourse and many other civic virtues adhere to most types of nonprofit form aside from the membership form.
The point deserves to be pressed considerably further. Most of the factors that Reiser identifies as those leading counselors to advise incorporators to choose the nonmembership rather than the membership form are not really factors that weigh against democracy as such. Nonprofit organizers and managers are trying to avoid, with increasing frequency, the collaborative and consultative aspects of nonprofit governance which are tied to membership and nonmembership corporations alike, but which historically have been harder to avoid in membership organizations.
The virtues of consultative and collaborative forms flow from the same inefficiencies that account for their costs. As Reiser observes in connection with membership groups:
[T]he costs of such a democratic internal governance structure are substantial and definite. These include, inter alia, the 84 Id. at 831. 85 administrative costs of identifying members, maintaining current membership lists, holding meetings, obtaining a quorum for such meetings and the required majorities necessary to elect directors and pass other measures, and providing materials necessary to inform membership voting. Further, a voting membership structure imposes costs on transactions by forcing both a board and a membership decision on certain significant corporate actions-typically, amendments of the articles of incorporation, merger, sale of all or substantially all assets, and dissolution. These costs can be avoided entirely through use of a self-perpetuating board. 88 While the above costs can be avoided entirely through use of a self-perpetuating board and a nonmembership form, there are many other costs, risks, and benefits attached to collaboration and consultation that will adhere regardless of the membership/nonmembership distinction. From this perspective, the question is not about the membership form per se, but about the degree to which collaborative and consultative modes of operation have diminished across every organizational form.
B. Election Procedures and Membership Standing
Ironically, case law suggests that, in many states, membership corporations do not need to incur even the relatively modest costs of democracy that Reiser suggests. A principal reason is that nonprofit standing to contest antidemocratic processes has been restricted quite severely in comparison to for-profits. 89 Courts have displayed a broad deference to the actions taken by incumbent boards of membership corporations when they evaluate the permissible efforts that can be taken to insulate incumbent candidates and allow self-perpetuation of boards through restrictive bylaw provisions, unwritten campaign rules, nondisclosure, and even the expenditure of substantial organizational money. board of directors, advocating, inter alia, greater regard for mass transit issues. 91 After the club spent $6 million of club funds to defeat them, the challengers sued to overturn the election and limit campaign spending to reasonable and proportionate amounts in relation to the amount spent by the petition nominees, and to require that opposition campaign statements and biographies be included in club proxy solicitations. The trial court decided that these arguments were meritless, because they were inconsistent with the statutory scheme. The court gave credence to a defense expert who testified that California's Nonprofit Mutual Benefit Corporation Code actually discouraged elections in routine situations, and it was persuaded that members do not join the club to get involved in political controversies and elections, and that artificial stimulation of elections is a distraction to management.
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Shortly after the opinion, the club asked its members to eliminate the election of directors entirely. Thus, as Olson demonstrates, common law and statutory protections, even for members of membership and mutual benefit organizations, have proven to be adjustable in light of the anticonsultative trends in favor in recent years. Growing up, many of us developed an instinct that collaboration was usually a good thing. Perhaps because we were almost never in a position of power or authority as young people, we resisted autocratic, top-down approaches in education and family life. We wanted our opinions-however well informed by knowledge or experience-to count. We wanted our voices to be heard.
At school, the word "collaboration" was often used synonymously with "teamwork," and consultation with others was almost always highly encouraged-except, of course, when multiple-choice tests were administered.
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With respect to the use of processes for deliberation in governance, we acquired the view that collaboration by different groups with common interests was a necessary but insufficient component for successful reform in democracies. Collaborative and consultative impulses usually received endorsement in the political science and historical literature we were assigned, as well. This literature typically associated these processes with freedom, freedom with democracy, and democracy with legitimate and relatively more effective and honest government.
Collaboration today is still offered inside and outside of business as a method designed to improve creativity without regard to any democratic or legitimacy-increasing imperatives. The legendary origins tales of Silicon Valley all pay homage to the collaborative impulse as well as to the value of the open exchange of information. Intrinsically undemocratic institutions often insist on collaborative and consultative processes within the context of command and control authority structures. The Army-which is about as top-down an institution as one might imagine-praises collaboration as an important aspect of developing successful tactics and strategy, and also as a method for sustaining morale.
Among the theories offered to explain why collaborative and consultative processes are important to the accomplishment of mission-related goals and objectives are included these four: (1) that superior supervision and added intelligence result from consultative discourse because these processes demand increased attention to the desirability of the course of conduct advocated; (2) that collaboration incorporates an adversary contest in which intellectual combat and truth testing increases the probability of correct answers; (3) that providing stakeholders with a voice in the operation of an organization instills a sense of responsibility and leads parties to identify with the future success of initiatives which have been the object of an investment; and (4) that the invocation of a communal will actually improves the reception afforded to corporate activity.
But all of these virtues ought to be weighed against the drawbacks.
Preserving traditions of consultation and collaboration can cost more than they are worth in time and money. As with the case of the American political deliberative process, it is difficult to agree about how much process is necessary or sufficient.
Collaboration and consultation requirements can also: (1) lead to gaming the system through roadblocks and deadlocks; (2) lead to equivocation and compromise when bold and decisive action is called for; (3) make it more difficult to maintain confidentiality when multiple parties are involved in decision making; (4) undermine important interests in cohesion and in the projection of a OREGON LAW REVIEW [Vol. 86, 65 common corporate devotion to purpose; and (5) diffuse responsibility for poor choices. Perhaps there is a negative relationship between collective forms of governance and accountability which ought not be dismissed.
The traditional literature about the importance of collaboration to nonprofit corporate governance asserts either explicitly or implicitly that, notwithstanding their drawbacks, they would in the long run generate results preferable to those eventuating from what might be called the antithesis of collaboration-namely, authoritarian and autocratic executive decision making. The traditional claim has been that collective and collaborative approaches usually serve organizations and the collective public interest better than does control and decision making exercised by powerful individuals or small groups that make decisions in the absence of consultation with group constituencies, that choose their own successors, and that take actions without the need either to explain or listen to others.
As indicated, the more recent business consultancy literature proceeds from an opposite assumption. Whether or not it is "politically correct" or expedient to operate along democratically consultative lines, this literature insists that in the new climate, nonprofit organizations that reject business accountability and hierarchical models do so at their peril. It may be that the legal convergence of nonprofit and for-profit governance structure and style is the inevitable consequence of the economic convergence of nonprofit and for-profit activity. 94 The response of courts, legislatures, and private lawmaking projects appears thus far largely to have heeded this business consultancy counsel, with relatively little resistance from the organized nonprofit community.
At least one observer has argued that the unwillingness of the sector to rise to its own defense can be attributed, in addition to financial and accountability challenges, to the failure to identify essential valued aspects of the nonprofit culture: "[I]n an era where being businesslike is the great American ideal, the 94 535-36 (1996) (stating that the legal and economic differences between nonprofit and forprofit organizations are "more of a degree than of kind," but that the two types of organizations should not necessarily be legally treated the same "based solely on the implications from economics").
nonprofit sector has been unable or unwilling to mount a stirring call to nonprofit-ness-let alone develop a rigorous model of what being nonprofit-like might mean." 95 Without further empirical work, it is not possible to evaluate this sort of response and determine whether the nonprofit legal regime, or particular parts of it, should fortify consultative and collaborative standards and resist recent developments.
Broader questions also deserve more attention. Is success in meeting the accountability and viability challenges at the individual level weakening long-term welfare at the collective level? At what point will the distinctions between nonprofit and for-profit operations cease to be significant enough to justify the privileges, benefits, and esteem that the legal and political system afford?
At the intersection of legal structure and political theory, even if there proves to be no genuine concern about the impact of legal trends on the collective welfare of the nonprofit sector, there may still be an unfortunate relationship between the demise of traditional governance rules and democracy and social capital. Under these circumstances, retaining and reinforcing traditional collaborative values still should have a greater priority.
The task ahead is to determine the extent to which nonprofit law should continue to encourage nonprofits to adopt for-profit governance and management practices. If the proliferation of hybrid corporate forms in recent years is any indication, it may be that more differentiation among the choices for incorporation (and the legal privileges and duties attached), rather than less, will be desirable.
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As they evaluate the changes discussed above, courts and legislatures would do well to factor in those core values that have supported the special treatment nonprofits continue, somewhat precariously, to receive. 
